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Governing Board Communication  Agenda Item C-1 

TO: MERA Governing Board 

FROM: Todd Williams - Operations Officer 

SUBJECT: MERA System Operations Update October 2023 

MERA October System Maintenance Report (Prior Month September Reporting) 

The Radio Communications division provided the following support to MERA: 

Prime Site – Channel outage due to routine quarterly maintenance. Replaced 

and reprogrammed equipment spare board to correct discrepancy. 

o During quarterly maintenance, it’s common practice to perform ongoing

preventative maintenance, re-align equipment, and re-record metrics

etc. However, these tasks are becoming more alarming, as any slight

tinkering with this unwarranted, obsolete, and scarcely available

equipment could cause major vulnerabilities via unforeseen outages,

etc.

o Recently, we’ve noticed more channel losses on the MERA East

simulcast i.e., 1 of 11 channel degradations while performing routine

quarterly maintenance validation checks, etc. These degradations are

serious as they could potentially result in bunking sounds via the

first responders and dispatchers radio equipment. When this happens,

you must wait until a new channel is available to properly

communicate.

o Normally troubleshooting of these vulnerabilities can often last the

entire day; furthermore, there’s no guarantee that these corrective

measures at these various sites will fix the ongoing problems.

Additionally, availability of spare parts, and/or how long it will

take to fix unforeseen issues can be concerning as well.

o Obviously, replacing and reprogramming the deficient card worked this

time; however, moving forward it may deem wiser to leave the

equipment alone until we transition into the Next Gen network.
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Mount Barnabe – Mount Tam Microwave Signal Loss – Sporadic or intermittent 

signal loss (continuous - still monitoring to determine root cause). 

o Mount Barnabe – Mount Tam microwave signal degradation hasn’t been an

ongoing issue lately. Again, sometimes it’s probably best to completely

leave this equipment alone and wait for it to completely fail, given its

age and frangibility.

o Per last month’s reporting, the Radio Communications Division

technicians continue to monitor these logs, alarms, and charts to

isolate or determine which radio is causing the outages.

o Isolation of this equipment is the preferred choice, then replacing the

degraded parts with spares may often deem the most feasible option.

o Again, there is redundancy within the network via loop protection on the

microwaves. Ideally, if there is a complete radio transmissions failure,

loop protection will automatically kick in and reroute radio traffic to

the other direction.

o Rerouting of radio transmission are often seamless for the subscribers

and dispatchers during most of these outages.
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